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Cell phones keep
professors on edge
Katie Aschim
Kaimin Reporter

Hampton
Students,
Young’s cell
professors
phone is his con- say rude
stant companion. behavior in
Young, a senior
classrooms
in pre-nursing,
is commongot his phone
place
two years ago
and keeps it with him at all times
— even during class.
“I like to make it ring as much
as possible in class,” Young said. “I
let it ring three or four times and
everyone turns around and looks at
me. It’s great.”
Rudeness in college classrooms
is on the rise, and several
University of Montana students
and professors say they agree.
However, those who have spent
time at other universities say that
UM is still a better environment
than many other campuses.
“Rude behavior has become
more common around the country
in the last decade or so,” said
Christopher Knight, chairman of
the English department. Knight has
taught at several universities,
including the University of Texas
at Austin, Miami University
(Ohio), and SUNY Albany.
Although he has witnessed rude
behavior in his four years at UM,
Knight says, “It’s certainly not as
evident here as in other places.”
Melanie Trost, a professor in the
Department of Communications
Studies, echoes Knight’s sentiments. As a second-year professor
at UM, she praised students’ considerate behavior and said that, by
comparison, students at other institutions at which she had taught
were more rude.
Trost teaches several large
classes that are communications
pre-requisites, and she said students are more likely to misbehave
in a large lecture class than a

smaller seminar.
“Large classes are pretty deindividualized,” Trost said. “If a
student wanted to leave class early
in Urey Lecture Hall, I might not
even notice.”
Trost said she spends anywhere
from two to eight hours preparing
for her classes, but she can understand when students don’t pay
attention to their lectures.
“In my younger years it bothered me a lot,” she said. “But I
understand now that a student
might be intrinsically interested
and just having a bad day. If that’s
the case, their interest and contribution to the class will decrease.”
Trost draws the line, she said,
when students’ behavior disturbs
others in the class.
“When that happens, I generally
call people on it,” she said.
One major cause of aggravation
for students and professors alike is
chirping cell phones.
“Phones are obviously a disruption,” Knight said. “There’s a real
sense that we need to develop a
code of etiquette.”
Cell phone use is at an all-time
high, according to statistics.com.
Over 86 million people subscribed
to a cellular service in 1999. Jason
Jones, a freshman in recreation
management, thinks this trend is
evident on campus.
“Students in college classes
have way more phones,” Jones
said. “Everyone here has a phone.”
Jones is a student in economics
professor Kay Unger’s microeconomics class. He said Unger gives
a pop quiz whenever a cell phone
rings during class. Jones thinks this
is a fair practice.
“It’s nice to know you don’t
have to listen to cell phones when
you’re trying to concentrate,” he
said. “No one wants to take a pop
quiz, so they shut their phones off.”
See CELL, Page 12
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Hellgate High School sophomore Andy Moffett ollies at Caras Park Thursday. If a draft ordinance proposed by the
City Council is approved, mid-air skating tricks downtown could be banned.

City looks to keep skaters grounded
Madeleine Creevy
Kaimin Reporter

Ian
Skaters’ fate
Slaughter, a
downtown in
pre-English
hands of a
major, is worcity
ried that he and
ordinance
his friends will
not be able to
get to work or school due to a new
city ordinance that could ban
skaters from downtown.
“How the hell are we supposed
to get around.” Lots of students use
their boards as their only mode of
transportation,” Slaughter said.
The city ordinance which is still
in the drafting process, tentatively
plans on dividing the downtown
area into two different “All Wheels
Down Zones.”
Zone 1 encompasses the area
between Orange Street, Alder
Street, Adams Street, E. Front

Street, and the Clark Fork river.
Zone 2 is the area between
Arthur Avenue, Campus Drive,
Beckwith Avenue, and South 5th
Street. East, spanning across campus.
“They want to ban all the good
skate spots,” said Dylan McBride,
a general studies major.
“We will have nowhere to go
and skaters will just end up running
away from the police,” he said.
If skaters do not follow the proposed “all wheels down” rules,
which require all of the wheels of
the board or skates to remain in
contact with the ground, the offender could possibly be fined $25.
Police Chief Bob Weaver said
that the skating community has
been involved in the drafting
process and that he hopes a happy
medium can be found.
“We have legitimate complaints
about destruction of property and

public safety issues,” Weaver said.
“There is a draft in the works
but there is no timetable for when
it will be proposed to the city council,” said city councilwoman Lou
Ann Crowley, chairwoman of the
Health and Public Safety committee which is drafting the ordinance.
The “All Wheels Down” ordinance has formed in conjunction
with plans to build a new skate
park in Missoula.
Jeff France, owner of Board of
Missoula, said that he understands
why the city might implement an
ordinance banning skating downtown, but that it is essential to provide skaters with alternatives.
“If the city has recognized the
participation level has gotten to the
degree that it warrants legislation,
then they should also realize that if
you leave skaters with no place to
See SKATEBOARDERS, Page 12

Unresolved Servo murder haunts campus community
Chelsi Moy
Crime Reporter

The unresolved murder of
University of Montana graduate
Jennifer Servo continues to impact
the campus community a year after
her death.
“What a profound effect it has
had on our students,” said broadcast
journalism professor Denise
Dowling. “It has caused tremendous
fear especially in some of our
young women.”
Servo — a 2002 graduate of the
broadcast journalism program —
was found dead in her Abilene,
Texas apartment on Sept. 18, 2002.
She suffered head trauma and strangulation, according to autopsy
reports.
Servo had moved to Texas just
months earlier to begin her broadcasting career as an anchor for
KRBC-TV 9.
“Women, who are potentially
going to be on TV, are scared to go

begin their careers,”
Dowling said. “They
don’t want to go to a
town they don’t know,
or go too far away from
home.”
Exposing themselves
to the public puts them
at a risk of being identified by all people —
including those who are
potentially dangerous.
And in part, these
women are scared that Servo’s
killer is still out there, Dowling
said.
“Resolution for some students
would ease their minds,” she said.
However, investigators are running out of questions to ask and
leads to pursue.
“Tidbits of information are slowing down and we are waiting on
very few items to return from the
DNA lab,” said Abilene detective
Jeff Bail, who is leading the investigation. “I would like more evidence

to advance this case
into inquisition stage,
but I’m not even to the
point of saying ‘this
person is my suspect.’”
The last publiclyknown lead came in
January of 2002 when
Servo’s mother, Sherry
Abel, contacted authorities after receiving
three overdue book
notices from the
Mansfield Library. The books were
checked out in October 2002, a
month after Servo’s death.
“I was so hopeful we had some
evidence,” Abel said. “The detective was excited too.”
For most students, library
accounts are inactive when students
no longer pay tuition. However,
three psychology books turned up
on Servo’s account six months after
she graduated.
Considering Servo’s “Guess”
purse was stolen at the time of her

murder, as well as her cell phone
and a few DVD’s, Abel and police
hoped tracking her Griz card could
possibly lead to the killer. Texas
investigators called on local detectives to look into the situation.
“It sounded like a positive
thing,” Bail said.
Dean of the Mansfield Library
Frank D’Andraia said it is uncommon for books to get checked out
under another person’s name.
Library policy requires students
have their Griz cards to check out a
book. However, mistakes do happen.
“How often do people lose their
licenses, or their bank cards?” he
said. “We make an effort to be sure
(misidentification) doesn’t happen
but nothing is fail safe.”
There is no video surveillance
system in the library or an employee who remembers checking out the
books. Investigators have no way
of knowing if her card was actually
used or whether it was a library

error.
“It makes it pretty tough on us,”
Bail said. “If they had access to
know if her card was used it would
be different.”
One of the books was returned
to the library March 6, said Erling
Oelz, former director of public
services for the library, in an article
published April 29. It was returned
to the library’s book drop.
However, the book was never finger
printed, said Bail. He was unaware
it had been returned.
Joe Gaffney, a Missoula detective assisting the Abilene investigation, said he was not responsible for
interviewing anyone at the library.
“I mostly did local interviews,”
he said. “People that knew her or
had relationships with her.”
If Abilene investigators had
asked Missoula authorities to monitor books returned to the library,
they would have, Gaffney said.
See SERVO, Page 12
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Newspaper grudges brought to the spotlight

The

Peanut Gallery

Squirrel Talk

Every week the Kaimin gives a cut-to-the-chase summary of some
of the week’s news events, and our opinion on them.
Tailgate carding crackdown: Yey!
Less beer for teeny-boppers means more beer for seasoned, of-age
football veterans. Sorry, kids, but now you’re just going to have to
wait your turn.
Writing exam hoops: Boo!
So now they’re threatening to hold our registration until we take
this test? Obviously, the brain trust behind this exam has failed to
notice that finding a member of this campus who speaks in complete
sentences is enough of a miracle. Let’s not ask too much.
Masturbating man in Riverbowl coaches’ tower: YIKES!
Sure it’s funny, but we’d hate to be the guy who has to search for
“evidence.” By the way, this was Riverbowl’s second masturbating
incident of the semester, making the score Riverbowl: 2, Mansfield
Library: 0. But we expect the defending champion to turn that score
around soon.
NorthWestern bankruptcy: Hiss.
It may be tempting to cheer for the words “NorthWestern” and
“bankruptcy” in the same sentence, but alas, we don’t think this news
means Bob Gannon and his boys are wondering how they’ll pay for
this week’s groceries. It could, however, mean more trouble for consumers and NorthWestern employees.
Proposed skateboarding law: Cheers!
Any ordinance that will get those filthy longboards and their pseudo-hippie riders off the streets is a good law by our standards. Try
fencing all skateboarders into their favorite little area in front of Pizza
Pipeline. (Actually, skateboarders are always taking our girlfriends
away from us.)
Testicle Festival: Yawn.
Oh my God: they’re eating balls. Same shtick, different year. This
is no more a “traditional Montana festival” than the Association of
California Relocaters convention.
Cell phones in class: Polite applause.
On one level it’s annoying, but a MIDI rendition of the the
“William Tell Overture” can be a welcome break in a 70-minute
upper-division history lecture. We haven’t decided on the best professor response: the threat of an F for the next person whose phone rings
or the silent, four-second stare that says, “I’m not mad, I’m disappointed.”
UM to host a space research center: Far out!
When we see Main Hall take off like a giant rocket ship, we’ll
know this University is getting some scientific respect. Fly us away,
Dennison, all the way to the Moon.
The Peanut Gallery is written
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin

Letters
to the editor
Parking issue not reflected accurately
Recently I was quoted in a national
Associated Press article regarding parking
problems on college campuses. While
increasing tuition is the number one concern
for students when dealing with external
issues with the Legislature and Board of
Regents, internally, I believe parking is one
of the top concerns for students, faculty, and
staff at UM. I heard this concern especially

Chris Rodkey

Kaimin-ites of the world — are you there?
Last weekend someone told me somebody had
written a mean column about the Kaimin in the
Missoulian. I checked in to the Missoulian archives
and found that assistant news editor Jamie Kelly
had made the Kaimin’s staff the subject of his Sept.
4 column. He wasn’t particularly mean at all, but
High-school hangout
poked fun at our willingness to suffer great personal
Here’s to the group of high school kids who
degradation for the sake of a silly college paper.
stand around on the corner of Higgins and Main
Nobody in the Kaimin newsroom had noticed
next to Sterling Savings. Every night there’s about
Kelly’s self-described “fatuous twaddle” until 11
100 of you just milling around, and it seems like at
days after it was published.
any given moment a fight is about to break out, but
Considering Kelly devoted an entire column to a
it never does.
group of 30 or so people, which accounts for (we
Listen, either throw a punch, or get out of the
did the math) less than a tenth of a percent of the
sidewalk. We who can actually go
Missoulian’s total circulation, we
to bars need to walk there and your
were somewhat flattered. But
While this college rag has long little hormone party needs to break
while this college rag has long
held a bit of an unspoken
up.
held a bit of an unspoken rivalry
rivalry with the big mama of all
with the big mama of all Missoula
Missoula newspapers, we never
It’s cold out there
newspapers, we never thought to
thought to bring our
With the recent cold snap, fall
bring our disagreements to the
disagreements to the forefront fashions were thrust to the spotforefront through entire columns
through entire columns
light far too soon.
dedicated to our competition.
dedicated to our competition.
Part of the way autumn styles
We thought about going to town
work is the gradual addition of
on Kelly, and really hammering
him and his paper. I mean, they’re easy targets, real- warmer and warmer clothes, until one day people
are just ready for that big snowstorm.
ly, and we have nothing to lose. We love when the
This week we saw true fashion nightmares hastiOld Blue Lady puts big pictures of rainbows and
ly
yanked
from the back hanger in the closet:
puppies on the front page and when they use good,
•
Old
fleece
North Face jackets: So three years
time-hardened cliches for headlines.
ago.
But we decided against it. We know how easily
• Large droppy sweatshirts from high school
Kelly and his buds could tear us apart.
football: We’ve gone over your secondary school
So thanks for the note, we liked it, even though
attachments before.
we almost didn’t see it.
• Sandals with big wool socks: It’s time to wear
shoes. Knock it off.
Note to Bob Duringer
• Earmuffs — actual earmuffs: Are you kidding
ITEM: Vice President for Student Affairs
me? It’s not even slightly cold yet.
Theresa Branch took a seat by Squirrel Talk this
• Grandma’s big umbrella: Is is that essential to
week, and very carefully cracked open a diet Vanilla
keep your hair dry? Umbrellas are so inappropriate
Coke to keep her company through a lecture. We
here.
wondered: since UM’s administrators basically sold
Squirrel Talk saw the big chill on the horizon and
their souls to Coke, do they get free drinks out of it?
knew
to be prepared, so we bought new pants with
In any case, there were no Pepsi-drinking bombbuilt-in
tourniquets. This is the freshest style, and
shells to be seen this week.
you heard it here, first.
So close to disowning you...
For most of my memorable life I have held the

from UM College of Technology (COT) students.
The fact that parking is a major issue on
this campus was made clear in the article.
What was not pointed out in the article were
the other parts of my statements to the AP
reporter. Yes, parking is a problem on this
campus — but I also pointed out to the
reporter that the student-funded ASUM
Transportation Office led by Nancy
McKiddy leads the nation in working to
address these problems.
Missoula is distinct from many campuses.
We have little, if any, additional space to
build more parking lots on campus. Instead,
ASUM has been working to alleviate the
problems by operating a Park-n-Ride program with the BioBus. Last year, the Park-nRide bus carried more than 74,400 riders.
We are also looking at the need for a second
park-n-ride bus, and expanding service to

CHRISTOPHER RODKEY

Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106

N EWS E DITORS

Aaron Flint
ASUM President

LUCAS TANGLEN

E DITOR

The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.

COT students. Furthermore, U-DASH, the
late night, safe ride home from downtown to
campus has been highly successful, garnering
nearly 4,000 rides in one semester. Not one
DUI was given on campus during its operation.
It concerns me that the initial article did
not include my comments that showed how
ASUM is focusing on ways to alleviate parking problems. However, before we can truly
address problems such as these, awareness of
the issue must be raised in our communities.
The article did help to accomplish that.
For a follow up to the recent article, I
would encourage reporters to look to Nancy
McKiddy and ASUM as they are leading the
nation in working to address these problems.
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belief that the Seattle Mariners are beyond god-like
levels of athletic and competitive superiority. Each
year was a fresh new season, with a not-so-fresh
mantra: this year’s team is and will always be the
greatest team in baseball history.
Often I was proven wrong early, but over the last
few years we’ve been fielding some amazing teams
that impress the whole league — until August,
which the team seems to be trying to rename
“Choke Month.”
Mariners, I’ll love you forever, but I am afraid
you’re breaking my heart here. Little hope remains,
but you’ll always be the best team in my eyes.
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Calendar of Events

Weather
or not
Today

High: 68
Low: 41

Mostly Cloudy

t’s officially autumn now. We’ll say it, it’s here, it’s happening.
Go up to The M and look at the trees. They’re looking a little
saggy and brown. But cheer up, who doesn’t like fall as a season, what with all the pretty leaves and crisp, refreshing air. So in
the forecast for this weekend: a beautiful fall weekend, staying
mostly dry with a few clouds hanging around. Go out there and
enjoy it. It’ll probably be snowing before you know it.

I

Kaimin Weather - “Why don’t we nuke the hurricane?”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Letters to the editor are welcomed,
but keep them under 300 words.
Send to letters@kaimin.org

Friday, September 19, 2003

Missoula’s open prairies. For more info, visit
www.umt.edu/sentinel.

President’s Open Office Hours
World’s Largest Garage Sale
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. — University Hall
9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. — Adams Center
When your professor hands you the syllabus
Parking Lot
and lists their office hours, you ignore it and put it
It’s a semi-annual sale to get rid of all your
in your notebook. Well, the president of the
junk. Someone wants it.
University is offering to talk to you
Kaimintember
For more info and to reserve a
about anything that concerns you, so
space, call 243-4636.
why not stop by? He’s really a
friendly guy. Try and make an
Even More Stargazing
appointment though, so you don’t
7:30 p.m. — Montana
totally catch him off guard. Call
Natural History Center, Fort
George Dennison’s secretary at 243Missoula
PRES and let them know you’re on
Learn about the world above your head. For
the way.
more info, visit www.TheNatureCenter.org.
Stargazing
Concert and Lecture
One hour after sunset — The top of
8 p.m. — Music Recital Hall
Blue Mountain
The Haydn Trio Eisenstadt will give a lecture
It may just be clear enough to watch the stars
and concert for free as part of the President’s
from UM’s very own telescope perched high above
Lecture Series.
the Garden City. Call 243-4299 to make sure the
night’s a go, and then visit www.physics.umt.edu
Sunday
to find your way to the top of Blue Mountain,
south of Missoula.
Peace Festival
3 p.m. — Bess Reed Park
Saturday
Missoula’s first Peace Festival starts with a tree
planting
and moves into a park. For more info, eNational Public Lands Day
mail
dvdjosmil@netscape.net.
11 a.m. — Base of The M
Clean up Mount Sentinel and preserve

Items for the Kaimin Calendar of Events can be sent to editor@kaimin.org. The Kaimin does
not guarantee publication of all submissions.
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New math requirements may leave students out
Kristin Cates
For the Kaimin

Freshmen who want to come to UM next
year will have to pay a little more attention
to their ACT math scores.
The Montana Board of Regents in July
approved new math proficiency admission
standards for all four-year campuses effective fall 2004. The standards will require
entering freshmen to earn an ACT math
score of 16, an SAT math of 390 or a score
of 3 on the advanced-placement calculus
test.
“It seemed as though we’d improve quality of education,” said Christian Hur, student regent and vice chairman of the board.
“Well, we can’t be cheap, so we might as
well be good.”
Current admissions standards require a
preparatory core, a 2.5 grade-point average
or an ACT composite score of 20, said Jan
Clinard, director of the Academic Initiative
for the Office of the Commissioner of

Higher Education.
Hur said the board wanted new standards
so students do not spend most of their time
in remedial math courses once they get to
college.
Clinard also said 11 percent of Montana
students who took the ACT in 2003 scored
lower than 16.
But Hur said that there are options for
students with testing problems to get around
the scores.
“What made me vote in favor of the proposal was there are so many loopholes,”
Hur said.
One loophole is to take what the regents
call a rigorous core. That means taking four
years of high school math — with a course
beyond Algebra II.
Hur also said the decision gives students
an incentive to go to two-year colleges to
complete the requirements. Testing restrictions will be lifted for students who have
taken a year or two off before going to college, Hur said. The regents recognize this

type of student will not have been recently
exposed to math, Hur said.
“They can get a part-time job at the GAP
for a couple of years,” he said.
But tests shouldn’t determine everything,
especially for American Indian students,
said Denise Juneau, former Indian education
specialist at the Office of Public Instruction.
“We’re testing, testing, testing all the
time,” she said. “We don’t even know if
kids are still learning.”
Juneau said American Indians make up 7
percent of the state’s population, but only 3
percent at the universities. To add more
admissions requirements would be a huge
barrier, she said.
“It seems like a big cycle in order to fit
into a certain mold,” she said. “And a lot of
times that mold doesn’t fit certain people.”
Clinard said she has received numerous
phone calls from high school counselors
across the state who say their students have
a lot of test anxiety. She said most students
would rather take four years of high school

math than depend on their test scores.
After the admission standards go into
effect in 2004, they will continue to rise in
2006. Students will need a math score of 17
on the ACT or 420 on the SAT. The AP
exam standards will stay the same. In 2007,
they will change to an ACT score of 18 or
SAT score of 440.
Hur said beyond higher admission standards, the board could create a math assessment test at the university level, similar to
the upper-division writing assessment.
“It would seem that’s probably going to
happen in the next three to five years,” he
said. “Hopefully students would be able to
pass the test, unlike the trouble they’re having with the writing.”
Hur said it is important to remember that
these new standards are not meant to turn
away potential students, but only to make
the University look better.
“We shouldn’t just turn away a paying
customer,” he said.

UM archaeology professor to be featured on Discovery
Brendan Leonard
Kaimin Reporter

A University of Montana archaeology professor will soon try her
hand at a piece of unsolved history
on the Discovery Channel.
Dr. Kelly Dixon and her excavation team will appear in the documentary “The Donner Party,” part of
the Discovery Channel’s “Unsolved
History” series. The show is tentatively scheduled for Oct. 8 at 11
p.m.
The program will address the
controversial story of the Donner
Party, a group of emigrants headed
west from Illinois and stranded in
California in 1846 — who may or
may not have resorted to cannibalism, depending on whose history is
correct.
“There are many different
accounts of what happened at the
Donner Party site,” said Dixon. “We
were merely testing to see if we
could, without a doubt, locate the

Don’t Download
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up to

$360
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Missoula, MT
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place where the Donner families set
up their camp.”
Dixon’s team dug at Alder Creek,
near Truckee, Calif., where bad
weather stranded the Donner family
from September 1846 to March
1847. Dixon’s team hit a layer of
ash, in which they found ceramic
dinner plates, pieces of mirror, and
fragments of medicine and beverage
bottles.
The dinner plates and mirrors
were the belongings of people on a
long journey, Dixon said, people

permanently relocating their home.
“These types of objects are really
personal and domestic, and do not
belong to someone logging or camping there,” Dixon said.
The dig also unearthed bone
fragments, which may provide clues
into the Donner Party’s survival tactics in the winter of 1846.
Although theories of cannibalism
have been widely circulated, Dixon
said, “nobody has actually found
human bones with cut marks to
prove this without a doubt.”

Though many of the bone fragments had been boiled or burned,
Dixon eventually wants to conduct
DNA analyses to test against the
DNA of Donner Party descendants.
Dan Gagliasso of Termite Art
Productions in Studio City, Calif.,
directed “The Donner Party.”
Gagliasso has directed programs for
the History Channel and said he was
attracted to the Donner Party documentary because of his interest in
history.
“The idea is to use modern science and forensics to discover more
about historical events,” Gagliasso
said. “This is fascinating, dealing
with archaeologists, scientists and
historians. Nobody would have

thought to look at these events this
way 20 years ago.”
The documentary covers many
aspects of the Donner Party’s story
and will in part discuss one of
Dixon’s bigger archaeological discoveries at Alder Creek.
Dixon earned her master’s degree
in industrial archaeology at
Michigan Technological University
and earned her doctorate at the
University of Nevada, Reno, before
joining the UM anthropology faculty
three weeks ago. She has worked on
digs in the eastern Sierra Nevada
Mountains, in southeast Alaska and
dug an African-American saloon in
Virginia City, Nev., that will be featured in the upcoming book
“Boomtown Saloons.”

Do You have a New
or Nagging Injury?
Conveniently located
on campus in Skaggs
Building Room 129
(across from the Urey
Underground Lecture Hall)

HOURS
Monday-Friday 10-5 pm

• Board Certified Specialists in
Orthopedic & Sports Physical Therapy
• Women’s Health Care Specialist
• Post-Surgical Rehabilitation
• Spine Care Manual Therapy
• Sports & Recreational Rehab &
Performance Enhancement
• Worker’s compensation injuries

Please give us a call at:
243-4006
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Glass recycling UM to expand Asian exchange
vote stalled
Jesse Piedfort

Administration Reporter

Alisha Wyman
ASUM Reporter

A resolution to support glass
recycling stalled Wednesday when
ASUM voted to wait to deliberate
on the MontPIRG-led effort until
next week.
“I’m even considering co-sponsoring the resolution, but we all
want to see some more specifics
and get a better idea of what exactly what [MontPIRG is] proposing,”
President Aaron Flint said.
ASUM bylaws require all resolutions to be turned in by Friday
afternoon, but the authors of the
resolution, Sen. Kimberly Pappas
and Sen. Anna Green, did not turn
the resolution in until Monday
morning.
The resolution was in response
to MontPIRG’s request for their
support in their efforts to bring
glass recycling to campus.
MontPIRG will hold a kickoff next
week to unveil their glass recycling
plan, and Pappas and Green felt it
was important to pass the resolution before the kickoff. They asked
the Senate to suspend the rule that
requires them to turn in the resolution in on time.
The motion to suspend house
rules failed to pass with a twothirds majority so the resolution
can’t be voted on until next week.

“I don’t want to make a habit
out of suspending house rules,”
Sen. Christian Winkle said during
the meeting.
Green was disappointed they
have to wait until the next meeting.
“I would have liked to come out
and say that I supported it before
[MontPIRG] had their kickoff,” she
said.
The glass recycling plan is an
effort to reduce the amount of
waste UM produces, Pappas said. It
is also following a commitment
Dennison signed last year to make
the University more sustainable.
Right now, there is no facility
that recycles glass in Missoula.
MontPIRG hopes to purchase a
glass pulverizer, a machine that
converts glass into sand, for the
University. A small pulverizer
would cost from $5,000 to $10,000,
and they are still brainstorming on
how they will raise the money.
While they have considered
alternatives to buying a pulverizer,
“[it] is the best option that I’ve
researched so far,” Pappas said.
Sen. Sage Rafferty said he
thinks this is a valuable effort, but
is content to wait until next week to
vote on the resolution.
“I just think it’s good for resolutions to go through committee,”
Rafferty said. “I really didn’t think
it was pertinent at this time.”

Letters to the editor, guest
columns and love notes
for the Kaimin may be
emailed to
editor@kaimin.org. Letters
should be under 300
words and guest columns
should run at 700 words.
Elenita Brown

Dance Studios
•Professional Training•
•Ages 3 to Adult•
•Missoula - Stevensville•
•UM Credit Available for
Spanish & Flamenco•
~

777-5956

~

OWENS HEALTHCARE WILL BE
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS IN OCTOBER
Since 1957 Owens Healthcare has been committed to being a premier provider of
innovative healthcare solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional pharmacy,
home medical equipment and community pharmacy. We are located in beautiful
Redding California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.
We offer competitive benefits (medical/dental/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan, paid bereavement and jury duty days,
seven paid holidays, life insurance and more. We will also assist you in paying for
your California Pharmacy Board Preparation.
Please stop by and visit our booth on Wednesday, October 1st at the Big Sky Career Fair
from 9:00am - 3:00pm.

We will also be on campus Thursday, October 2nd for one-on-one
interviews. If you wish an interview, please sign up with the Office of
Career Services or forward your resume to
tmontgomery@owesrx.com. You can also
contact Human Resources office for any
additional questions at (530) 246-1075.

The University of Montana will
expand its influence in Asia by signing new research and exchange agreements with four universities in South
Korea next month.
Three UM administrators will visit
South Korea and Japan for 10 days in
October. In addition to signing the
agreements in South Korea, UM will
also renew two existing agreements
with universities in Japan.
UM President George Dennison,
who will lead the UM contingent,
said it’s important for UM to continue
expanding it’s connections abroad.
“We don’t want to confine our
relationships to just one country,”
Dennison said.
The new agreements should allow
two or three UM students to study at
each of the Korean universities while

paying UM tuition, while as many
Korean students come to UM,
Dennison said.
Hanna Golota, president of the
UM International Student
Association, agreed that continuing to
expand UM’s connections abroad is
important for students. Having
exchange students allows students to
meet with other cultures and speak in
other languages, she said.
Dennison said the agreement will
allow Korean and Japanese students
the opportunity to learn English and a
second language here so they can
become teachers in Korea, Japan or
even China.
UM already has two Korean students, Golota said.
In addition to exchanging students, the new agreements will allow
UM to team up with other universities
on research projects, Dennison said.
Dennison cited current

nanoscience research being conducted
by the UM Department of
Mathematical Sciences in conjunction
with Toyo University in Japan as an
example of the kind of collaborative
research efforts that may be possible
with these new agreements.
Mehrdad Kia, director of UM’s
Office of International Programs, and
Robert Hausmann, director of English
language programs at UM, will
accompany Dennison on the trip.
Most of the trip will be spent in
South Korea, where the administrators will meet with officials at Ajou
University, Andong National
University, Kangnung National
University, and the Korea National
University of Education to sign agreements. The UM contingent will also
spend three days in Japan and meet
with officials from Toyo University
and Meisei University in Japan to
renew existing agreements.

Montana lawyers debate PATRIOT Act
GREAT FALLS (AP) - The USA
PATRIOT Act has undermined the
nation's Constitution, a Montana federal public defender said Thursday,
but the state's U.S. attorney said safeguards will keep the anti-terrorism
law from being abused.
The debate occurred on the second
day of the state Bar Association meeting, which concludes Friday. It
attracted about 275 lawyers.
Bill Mercer, the state's federal
prosecutor, said wiretapping, secret
searches and other investigative
aspects of the USA PATRIOT Act
were found to be constitutional long
before the legislation was passed. It
received congressional approval 45
days after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks in Pennsylvania, New York

and Washington, D.C.
While investigators may get access
to information, such as financial or
library records, Mercer said it can be
acquired only if a suspect can be tied
to international terrorism. All searches,
even those done without the knowledge of the person searched, must get
judicial authorization, he said.
Mercer said federal agencies also
have no interest in using the new
authority against nonterrorists.
"If we're not good stewards of the
statute, Congress might view it as
overbroad," he said. "We wouldn't
want Congress to retrench and restrict
us from using what are useful law
enforcement tools."
Tony Gallagher, head of the federal public defenders office in Great

Falls, countered with a list of USA
PATRIOT Act grievances. Gallagher
said it lets the FBI obtain medical,
financial, educational and mental
health records without probable cause
that a crime has been committed.
He said it also allows the attorney
general to designate war protest
groups as terrorist organizations. A
broader authority for wiretaps and
secret searches are additional causes
for concern, Gallagher said.
"I hate what happened to us on
September 11," he said. "Like the vast
majority of citizens, I demand our
government take decisive action.
Nevertheless, I firmly believe that
you can protect your liberties only by
protecting those of the other man."
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Alberta premier defends
position on mad cow disease
Katherine Sather
Kaimin Reporter

Alberta Premier Ralph Klein
defended comments he made
about ranchers and mad cow disease to an audience at the
University of Montana Thursday.
At a Western Governor’s
Association meeting at Big Sky
Sunday, Klein said a rancher in
Alberta should have “shot, shoveled, and shut up” instead of sending his diseased cow to the slaughterhouse last winter.
Many countries, including the
United States, closed their borders
to Canadian beef after the diseased
cow was reported.
His comment that the rancher
should have disposed of the cow
continues to gain media attention,
but Klein explained that he was
merely repeating what many
ranchers had told him.
“In no way am I advocating
that people should break the law,”
he said. “But even the farmer
admits that’s what should have
happened considering the devastation that’s resulted from the discovery of one man’s cow.”
Klein participated in a public
lecture and a discussion with students as part of a series established to honor the memory of
Marjorie Nichols, a Canadian
journalist who graduated from the
University of Montana in 1965.
In his talk, he detailed his
career transition from broadcast
journalist to politician in 1980,
when he was elected as Mayor of
Calgary. He has served as Alberta
Premier since 1992.

During his lecture, Klein also
discussed the media attention garnered from his comments about
disposing of the diseased cow.
“I wish I could stay in
Montana,” he said. “I’m in big
trouble back home.”
He said he was frustrated at the
economic losses ranchers have
taken since the incidence of mad
cow disease, or bovine spongiform
encephalopathy. The disease
attacks the brain and spine of cattle and is always fatal.
More than 30 countries closed
their borders to Canadian beef
when the infected cow was reported last spring. Although the U.S.
now accepts some beef cuts, the
closures have cost the ranching
community a loss of roughly $1
million in Canadian currency per
day, Klein said.
“To put it to today’s figures,
about $10 billion dollars to the
Canadian economy,” he said.
UM senior Frank Vandykan
questioned Klein’s comments at
the western governor’s meeting.
Vandykan’s family owns dairy
farms near Big Sky, and he asked
if his relatives should be held
accountable if they “shot, shoveled and shut up” as Klein had
suggested, and an outbreak resulted.
Klein said yes, but added:
“The frustration I feel is that
this one mad cow that never got
into the food chain caused so
much economic devastation and
has created such a fuss. Not one
person to my knowledge ever died
of mad cow disease on the North
American continent ... the overre-

action to this affliction has been in
my mind far too great.”
He related his experience driving on the highway to the governors’ conference in Big Sky.
“I counted 62 crosses representing people that had been killed
on the highway, and they didn’t
close that highway,” he said.
He also expressed his frustration that the Canadian media had
reported so extensively on his
comments.
“This shows how a story can
take on a life of its own,” he said.
“It’s an ultimate example of a
story about a reaction, to a reaction, to a reaction.”

Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin

Alberta Premier Ralph Klein lectures to a group of journalism students and
members of the community Thursday in the University Center Theater. Klein
discussed his transition from being a journalist to the premier of Alberta.

Conquer Your
Hunger.
Weekly Specials
Monday Night $1 Coronas!
Tuesday • Seafood night
Wednesday • $2 Draft, Manager’s Pick
Thursday • Fried Rice Night

Kaimin.org

Where hunger meets its destiny.
3521 Brooks St. Missoula 829-8888 www.huhot.com
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Fall Pass Sale!
College Season Passes

ONLY $199
with valid student ID.

AVAILABLE
ONLY UNTIL 10/1
Order on-line TODAY at
www.skidiscovery.com

10th Annual FREE DAY!
Please join us for
our 10th Annual
FREE DAY
Sunday, Sept. 21
Dave Dillon
8 AM-6 PM
U of M Alumnus
FREE Laundry FREE Drying & FREE Soap!
Enjoy FREE Beverages & Snacks!
Please limit loads to  per person

146 Woodford St.

960 E. Broadway
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NASA may fund
research at UM
Natalie Storey
Kaimin Reporter

www.kaimin.org

When Craig Johnston thinks
about space technology, he sees
a better way to detect the eye
defects that cause blindness.
Johnston, a University of
Montana pharmacy professor,
said he hopes to use NASA technology to detect eye disease earlier than current optometry practices. He has been working with
Ned Penley of NASA and others
to commercialize the technology
NASA already uses for its astronauts.
The researchers might be able
to do their work at a new UM
center if the Board of Regents
approves the proposal at its
meeting next week.
If the board approves the proposal, made by Daniel Dwyer,
UM’s vice president for
Research and Development,
NASA will give UM $1.78 million this year to create the
Northern Rockies Center for
Space Privatization.
The center would house projects like Johnston’s, which
involves goggles that detect
glaucoma and cataracts. The
technology uses a light shined
into the retina. Light is then
reflected back in a pattern,
which can show eye defects.
There is no treatment for
cataracts, but glaucoma can
sometimes be treated, especially
if the disease is detected early.
“We don’t know how
cataracts form,” Johnston said.
“If we are able to detect them
earlier we might be able to get
some clues as to how they form,
which would help to develop a
treatment.”
The project is just one example of a way in which NASA

HELPED
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Iraqi democracy within reach

technology could be developed
for commercial use, Penley said.
“Our main interest is to take
technology that has been developed for NASA and integrate it
into daily life,” he said.
Dwyer said a decision has not
yet been made about where the
center will be located. He said
next year NASA will give UM
another $1.5 million for the center, but only after congress
approves NASA’s budget. Dwyer
said NASA will support the
whole cost of the center.
Penley said congressional
scrutiny about the Columbia
Shuttle disaster should not affect
funding for the center.
“There is a strong incentive
for this country to remain in
space flight and space exploration,” he said. “As long as the
American public realizes that, I
think we will continue on the
same path we have been on.”
Penley said he hopes the center will be a permanent entity.
He is on assignment in Missoula
for two years.
“The whole goal is to spend
money in a way that benefits the
state and the agency,” he said.
“One of the ways to do that is to
make it a sustainable thing.”
UM will name a director for
the center, if it is approved.
Dwyer said he hopes the center will add to the Missoula
economy.
“We want to take NASA’s
technology and bring it to
Missoula to help the private sector.”
According to the proposal, no
new programs or classes will be
created at UM, but the center
will provide opportunities for
UM students to do research connected with NASA.
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HONG KONG (AP) Secretary of State Colin Powell
told Asians Friday that Iraqis are
experiencing the first taste of
freedom, pledging that U.S.
forces will remain until the
country is fully democratic.
“Iraqis are on the road to
democratic self-government,”
Powell said in an opinion article
published by The Asian Wall
Street Journal. “We will stay as
long as it takes to turn full
responsibility for governing Iraq
over to a capable and democratically elected Iraqi administration.”

S AV E

Powell appeared to focus his
article mainly toward an Asian
audience, reiterating Bush
administration positions on Iraq.
He said security remains a
problem and he blamed foreign
terrorists and loyalists of ousted
President Saddam Hussein for
recent attacks. Powell also said
that additional time was needed
for the country's reconstruction.
“It will take time and money
to finish the job,” Powell said,
citing the Madrid conference
next month with country leaders
and international organizations
on Iraq's financial needs.

“What I saw there convinced
me, more than ever, that our liberation of Iraq was in the best
interests of the Iraqi people, the
American people, and the
world,” he said.
Iraqi's government council
has just begun taking its first
step on the road to becoming
democratic nation, he said.
“Saddam is gone. Thanks to
the hard work of Ambassador L.
Paul Bremer and the Coalition
Provisional Authority, Iraq is
being transformed.”

Alliance for the Wild Rockies
announces the

Wild Rockies Rendezvous
A Gathering of Citizens & Advocacy Groups
concerned about the Natural Environment

September 26-27 * Caras Park * Missoula, Montana
STUDENTS and the PUBLIC invited
* Lecturers * Exhibitions * Panels * Hawk Demonstration *
Readings & Campfire Stories * Beer & Food *
Live Music by Greg Keeler and Bader Brothers Band

Only $10 per person for both days
Event theme:
Wilderness, Watersheds & Wildlife
Keynote Speaker:

Karin P. Sheldon
Associate Dean for the Environmental Program,
Director of the Environmental Law Center and Professor of Law
Vermont Law School
Sponsored by

photos by Kiffin Hope
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Registration begins Noon on Friday September 26
To see a full schedule of events, visit:
www.wildrockiesalliance.org
To pre-register or to reserve tabling space for
your business or organization,
call the Alliance at 406-721-5420
Environmental Stewardship,
To learn about volunteer opportunities, Minimizing Resource
Consumption, Maximizing
call 406-880-8333 or 406-829-1218
Energy Efficiency & Recycling

T O D A Y.
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PLASMA

.

Anyone can be a donor. Plasma donors are people
just like you: moms, dads, nieces, nephews, daughters, sons,
teachers, housewives, construction workers, retail associates,
lawyers, doctors and nurses. Donating plasma is an opportunity
for you to impact people’s lives in a truly unique way. Help
save a life–donate plasma today.

E AC H M O N T H YO U C A N R E C E I V E U P TO

180

$

406-721-2584
Missoula Center • 3050 Great Northern Avenue • Missoula, MT • 59808
www.biolifeplasma.com
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Big Sky looks to be exciting
Myers Reece
Sports Reporter

With four teams ranked in Sports
Network’s top 25 and a core of unranked
teams capable of upsets, the Big Sky
Conference is shaping up to be one of the
more exciting leagues in Division I-AA.
Montana, the highest ranked team in
the conference at No. 10 in Sports
Network’s most recent poll, doesn’t have
a game this weekend. The Grizzlies are
coming off a 38-14 win over Sam
Houston State. Sophomore running back
JR Waller ran for 126 yards on 13 carries,
while senior kicker Chris Snyder tied
school records for both field goals made,
at 48 and 290 points have been scored as
of last week’s contest.
Although the Grizzlies are ranked last in
the conference in total offense, they have
had solid play from their defense and some
exceptional plays from its special teams.
Montana is first in the nation in kickoff
returns, led by Jefferson Heidelberger’s
conference-leading 36.6 yard average, and
fifth in punting. On defense the Grizzlies
are led by senior co-captain defensive end
Tim Bush, who is one of three Big Sky
players on the “Buchanan Watch” list of
the best defensive players in Division IAA.
The Griz look to improve their 2-1
record next week against Division I-A
Idaho at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
Montana State, ranked No. 11, is coming off a bye week. The Bobcats take their
1-1 record to San Luis Obispo, Calif. this
weekend to face No. 21 Cal Poly.
The Bobcats lead the Big Sky in total
defense, led by safety Kane Ioane, who is
also on the “Buchanan Watch” list. MSU is
allowing only 262 yards per game, giving
up 12 points per game and yielding opponents a mere 62.5 yards on the ground.
The Bobcats are tops in the conference in
all three of those categories.
MSU will be without assistant head
coach Joe O’Brien, who has been indefinitely suspended with pay after being
charged with criminal possession of dangerous drugs and criminal possession with
intent to distribute last week. MSU administrators are expected to announce in the
next few days whether he will keep his
job.
No. 22 Portland State hosts Northern
Arizona in a game that has potential to be
an exciting, high-scoring shootout. The
game is the first of the Big Sky’s contests
this year.
The Lumberjacks of NAU, 1-1, lead the
conference in total offense at 435 yards per
game, while the Vikings are second at 386
yards per game. The Vikings lead the conference in scoring offense at 39 points per
game, but the Lumberjacks have the edge
in passing offense at 320 yards per game
compared to the second-place Portland
State, 298.5 yards per game.
Both teams are led by first year quarterbacks. Freshman Jason Murietta mans the
NAU offense, while junior Joe Wiser is in
his first year as PSU’s starting field gener-

al. Both quarterbacks are top four in the
nation in passing efficiency.
Wiser won Big Sky Offensive Player of
the Week last week by throwing for 392
yards on 27-35 passing with two touchdowns.
The Vikings, the only undefeated team
in the conference at 2-0, also are paced on
offense by junior running back Ryan
Fuqua, who is the only Big Sky player on
the “Payton Watch” list. The Walter Payton
Award is given to Division I-AA’s top
offensive player.
After defeating Central Washington last
weekend 48-29, Eastern Washington hosts
Southern Utah on Saturday. In last week’s
win, sophomore quarterback Erik Meyer
was 22-29 for 304 yards and five touchdowns.
The Eagles, 2-1, showed solid defense
in the first two games, allowing a combined total of only 24 points before giving
up 29 points to Central Washington. They
face a Southern Utah team that managed
only three points against Weber State earlier this year.
Weber State will try to rebound from
last week’s 31-7 loss to Colorado State.
The 2-1 Wildcats face NAIA Montana
Tech in Ogden, Utah on Saturday.
Weber State’s defense, which allows
only 15.7 points per game, is guided by
the conference’s leading tackler, senior
linebacker Matt McFadden.
Junior running back Nick Chournos
leads the conference in rushing at 115
yards per game.
Two other Big Sky conference teams
other than Montana will not be playing
this weekend. Sacramento State, who lost
to Cal Poly 31-17 last week, will have a
week to prepare for next week’s battle
against the Idaho State Bengals, who also
have a bye this week.
Sacramento State exploded for 69
points against Saint Mary’s in their second game this year. The 69 points were
the second-most points scored in school
history.
The Hornets also have one of the most
exciting players in the conference in Fred
Amey. The junior receiver already owns
every receiving record at Sac State, in
addition to being prolific at kick and punt
returns.
Idaho State redeemed itself last week
with a 42-33 victory over Division II
Northern Colorado after being crushed by
Division I-A Boise State, 62-0. The
Bengals are Big Sky’s fourth ranked team,
entering this week at No. 14 in the Sports
Network poll.
Kicker Jeremy Hershey won Sports
Network’s Division I-AA Special Teams
Player of the Week by converting five out
of five field goals attempts, all from 41
yards out or more. He is the third straight
Big Sky player to win the award.
Montana’s Levander Segars won it the first
week of the season and Montana State’s
Corey Smith won it the second week.
Defensive end Jared Allen is the third
Big Sky player on the “Buchanan Watch”
list.

Eagle Sherriff’s Office cleared
DENVER (AP) - An investigation
requested by Kobe Bryant's defense team
has cleared the Eagle County sheriff and
district attorney of leaking details about
the sexual assault case to the media.
Sheriff Joe Hoy said he had no doubt
his office would be cleared.
"We just do not spread leaks or allow
leaks to happen," he said.
District Attorney Mark Hurlbert did not
immediately respond to requests for comment. Defense attorney Pamela Mackey
did not return a call.
Bryant is charged with sexually assaulting a 19-year-old employee of the ritzy
Lodge & Spa at Cordillera on June 30. He
has said the two had consensual sex.
Free on $250,000 bond, the Los
Angeles Lakers' star faces an Oct. 9 preliminary hearing to determine whether he

will stand trial.
A number of print and broadcast media
stories have detailed the investigation and
quoted anonymous sources. County Court
Judge Frederick Gannett, who had already
issued a gag order in the case, ordered the
investigation after Bryant's defense complained.
While Pitkin County investigators have
cleared authorities in Eagle County, it
remained unclear who is leaking details to
the media.
"The sheriff has made it absolutely
clear to his employees what the rules are,"
said Jack Ingstad, Eagle County manager.
Bryant faces up to four years to life in
prison if convicted or 20 years to life on
probation. He also could face a fine of up
to $750,000.
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Comin’ at ya

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

UM tennis player, August Treyz, tosses a ball into the air before dropping a bomb onto fellow
Griz teammate, Sean Stewart. The men’s team was getting one last practice in Thursday
afternoon before heading to Walla Walla, Wash. this morning for the 3-day-long Whitman
Invitational.

NFL coach cleared of wrongdoing
John Marshall
AP Sports Writer

DENVER (AP) - Mike
Shanahan lied and got away
with it.
The Broncos coach was
cleared of any wrongdoing
Thursday after explaining to
league officials why he lied
about Jake Plummer's injury
during a game last weekend.
"The key is we're on the
same page and moving forward, so the matter that
occurred last Sunday is
closed," NFL spokesman Greg
Aiello said. "We're satisfied
that it is resolved and that
Mike understands the policy."
The league started looking
into Shanahan's actions after
he gave a false injury report to
CBS during halftime of
Sunday's game against San
Diego.

Plummer was injured while
diving for a first down midway through the second quarter, but Shanahan told the network that the quarterback sustained a concussion instead of
a separated shoulder.
Shanahan came clean after
the game, saying he didn't
want the Chargers to have an
advantage if backup Steve
Beuerlein got hurt. The
Broncos had just two quarterbacks at the time.
Rules for reporting in-game
injuries aren't as specific as
pregame injuries, but the
league didn't like Shanahan's
deception tactics and said it
would look into whether he
broke any rules.
Shanahan did not hear from
league officials early in the
week, so he decided to call
NFL executive vice president
Roger Goodell to make sure

there were no problems.
"If they were going to call
me, they were going to call me
before today," Shanahan said.
"When something's that big
and people are talking about it,
I think it's up to me to address
at least what my thoughts
were, what I did and why I did
it."
Shanahan said he would
protect his team if a similar
situation came up again, but
he would be a little more subtle about it.
"(I'll say) we're not really
sure the extent of the injury
and we're going to wait and
see, just kind of handle it
without talking about something else specifically," he
said. "I did it more as of a joke
afterward, but it kind of turned
into a firestorm. It's not the
first time I've gotten myself in
trouble.”
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MSU coach may lose job
HELENA (AP) - Montana State
University administrators are
expected to announce in the next
few days whether assistant head
football coach Joe O'Brien will
keep his job after being arrested on
felony drug charges.
"We're working toward a decision," athletic director Peter Fields
said Wednesday.
Bill Lamberty, MSU's sports
information director, said officials
are following the university's
employment procedures in determining what will happen with
O'Brien.
O'Brien was suspended with pay
shortly after he was arrested Friday
for allegedly receiving methamphetamine from an informant in
Townsend.
O'Brien's salary at MSU is
$40,000 a year. He also had
income from football camps,
Fields said.
He was charged Monday with
criminal possession of dangerous
drugs and criminal possession with
intent to distribute. He was
released on $15,000 bail.
In court documents, authorities
say O'Brien offered to share some
methamphetamine with the police
informant who delivered the drugs.
O'Brien told his attorney he was
framed.
"Joe vehemently denies that he
knowingly participated in this,"
Bozeman attorney Daniel Buckley

said Tuesday. "It appears he may
have been set up by a vindictive
individual — one who was out to
get him."
Court records say O'Brien contacted the informant from the
Great Falls area, where O'Brien
was on a recruiting trip, and asked
the informant to deliver a package
received from Federal Express in
Belgrade. Following several phone
calls between the two, they met in
Townsend.
The informant wore a recording
device.
O'Brien got in the informant's
car, chastised the informant for
being late, and then took the envelope containing approximately
one-half ounce of methamphetamine, authorities said in court
records.
He then asked if there was a
pipe available and offered the
informant some of the methamphetamine, investigators said.
O'Brien was arrested after he
returned to his vehicle with the
envelope. Missouri River Drug
Task Force investigators had
already tested the contents of the
envelope and determined it was
methamphetamine.
"The affidavit is but one document in this investigation,"
Buckley said. "We're hoping the
public can keep an open mind."
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Man offers to kill accuser for cash
Alexandria Sage
Associated Press Writer

MONTEREY PARK, Calif.
(AP) - Authorities on Thursday
arrested a Swiss bodybuilding
coach they said made a $3 million
offer to kill the woman who has
accused Los Angeles Lakers star
Kobe Bryant of sexual assault.
Patrick Graber was arrested for
investigation of soliciting a murder after making the offer to
Bryant's security director and
then meeting with undercover
detectives, Los Angeles County
Sheriff Lee Baca told a news conference at his headquarters.
Baca said Graber, 31, of El
Segundo, agreed to carry out the
murder for $1 million up front
and $2 million after the fact.
"We believe it was a credible
threat," Sheriff Lt. Jim Taylor
said. He added that just before
the arrest, Graber was given a bag
full of movie studio prop money.
Graber was booked and held on
$1 million bail, and an arraignment was set for Monday.
Sheriff's officials said he had an
expired visa and worked at a
local gym.
The investigation began Sept. 8
after security personnel employed
by Bryant said they had received
a letter from Graber saying he
could solve Bryant's problems,
the Sheriff's Department said.
A security official met with
Graber and then contacted sher-

iff's investigators. A meeting was
arranged with Graber and undercover sheriff's detectives.
The detectives concluded that
Graber was offering to commit
murder and they contacted the
accuser's family in her home state
of Colorado and authorities there
to advise them of the alleged
threat.
Sheriff's undercover investigators had several more meetings
with Graber in which a money
exchange for the murder was
arranged, officials said.
Telephone messages left by The
Associated Press with the
accuser's family and her attorney
were not immediately returned.
Bryant is charged with raping a
19-year-old employee of a mountain resort in Eagle County,
Colo., on June 30. He has said the
two had consensual sex.
Also Thursday, authorities said
an investigation requested by
Bryant's defense team has cleared
the Eagle County sheriff and district attorney of leaking details
about the case to the media.
Sheriff Joe Hoy said he had no
doubt his office would be cleared.
"We just do not spread leaks or
allow leaks to happen," he said.
District Attorney Mark Hurlbert
did not immediately respond to
requests for comment. Defense
attorney Pamela Mackey declined
comment.
A number of print and broad-

cast media stories have detailed
the investigation and quoted
anonymous sources. County
Court Judge Frederick Gannett,
who had already issued a gag
order in the case, ordered the
investigation after Bryant's
defense complained.
Pitkin County investigators
cleared authorities in Eagle
County, but it remained unclear
who is leaking details to the
media.
Free on $250,000 bond, Bryant
faces an Oct. 9 preliminary hearing to determine whether he will
stand trial. He faces up to four
years to life in prison if convicted.
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You want it —
we’ve got it.

13 Questions:Levander Segarsd
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter

Levander Segars is the fastest
man on the University of Montana
football team. When he came in for
13 questions, he gave fast answers.
Go figure.
The Kaimin was honored to have
such a man in our presence as he
shared his opinions on everything
from porn to Donald Duck.
Kaimin: Let’s start with a
Michael Jackson question. What
do you think about his strange
appearance and all the plastic
surgery?
Levander Segars: He’s a rather
scary individual. I think that his
appearance is equal to that of no
one. He’s just kind of scary. Palelooking, made-up face.
K: How old are you?
LS: 20.
K: OK, then I won’t ask you
what your favorite beer is?
LS: You can ask me anyway.
K: That’s the attitude! Alright,
what’s your favorite beer?
LS: I like Coors Light, the silver
bullet, because they make it in
Colorado. They make a lot of good
things in Colorado.
K: Like Levander Segars.
What’s your favorite Missoula
institution or bar?
LS: Stock’s. It’s just fun times. I
have a lot of memories from there.
Plus, you never know how the
night is going to end up.
K: Here’s a question about JR
(Waller, Levander’s roommate).
Are you going to throw the next
party now that JR is “off the
market”?
LS: No way. We are under a little
probation period right now, so we

can’t have anything there. We will
relocate though.
K: Israel this week announced
that they wouldn’t mind killing
PLO leader Yasser Arafat, but
then two days later they said it
was no longer an option, because
it would prove detrimental to the
peace process. What’s your opinion there?
LS: It probably would interrupt
the peace process, so I say don’t
kill him
unless they
can make it
look like an
accident or
an inside job.
K: Do you
think that
Dr. Jack
Kevorkian
gets invited
to a lot of
parties?
LS: No, he probably doesn’t
have too many friends.
K: Yeah, he probably killed
them all. How come Donald Duck
wears a shirt but no pants?
LS: Because he’s a pervert.
K: Time for the wack, not
wack game.
a. Let’s start with
Bennifer. J.Lo and Ben Affleck...
LS: That’s wack. No reason needed there.
b. Idaho...
LS: Wack. Anything
about Idaho is wack.
c. The Women’s United
Soccer Association, WUSA, you
heard how they folded? What
about that?
LS: That’s not wack.
K: The recent Grizzly offensive

woes, what’s going on there?
LS: We’re just growing into it I
think, but we’ll be alright. It’s starting to come along. This new program is going to take some time.
K: Do you think giving the ball
to LV (Levander) is the best solution?
LS: It’s a good solution. I don’t
know about the best solution.
Because I make shit happen out
there, but I don’t think you can
print “shit”. Can you?

LS: I would be like “Get Those,”
because I like to get those.
K: What celebrity would people say you most resemble?
LS: Probably Denzel
Washington.
K: When you read Kurt
Vonnegut, do you ever think,

“Man, this guys smokes a lot of
weed!”
LS: I have never read any of his
stuff.
K: Just make something up.
LS: He probably does smoke a
lot. He is definitely smoking something, because those sci-fi guys are
way out there. They’re pretty far
out there. Way out there.

K: Are you a Heisman Trophy
candidate?
LS: You know it.
K: Who do you think is your
biggest competition?
LS: Probably Maurice Clarett
(suspended Ohio State running
back).
K: I expect to see the Heisman
pose out there next time you
score a touchdown. In life, it has
been said that the little details
are important. Do you agree or
disagree?
LS: I agree, because little things
add up to big things.
K: If your life was a cliche
porno title, what would it be
called?
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Preservation Hall Jazz Band
Please be so kind as to read the story to your
left on this very page. Thank you
for your cooperation.

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

UM freshman
Brooke Davidson
mixes a little music
with artwork earlier
this week outside
the UC. Davidson
was working on an
assignment for her
Art 123 class.

SATURDAY
Montana Festival of the Book

New Orleans Jazz coming to UM
Joe Prebich
Kaimin Reporter

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band will be bringing its
brassy sounds to the University of Montana campus Friday
night at 8 p.m. in the University Theatre.
The seven-member band, which is based out of New
Orleans, La., takes its name from a historic concert hall in
New Orleans. For the past 40 years, the Preservation Hall
has been a center for traditional New Orleans Jazz, and has
an interesting history unto itself.
The hall was originally built as a home in the heart of
New Orleans’ French Quarter in 1750 and then served as a
tavern during the War of 1812. It was later converted into
an art gallery in the early 1950s where owner’s friends
would come and practice. When Sandra and Allan Jaffe
took over the building in 1961 and turned it into a house of
jazz, the building finally became the historic symbol that it
is considered today.
Today, the hall continues to host numerous jazz acts like
it has for decades.
“This is all-American music,” said Tom Webster, director of the University Theatre. “New Orleans jazz was the
foundation for many other types of music that would follow it. Jazz had a huge influence on the culture of the day;
Preservation Hall is just a continuation of that music.”
New Orleans jazz is different from traditional Dixieland jazz, which has a normal, two beat style. The New

Orleans jazz tempo is a little slower. The melody is usually
led by a trumpet and supported by a five to seven member
band. The arrangements are fairly simple and it is this simplicity, coupled with the freedom to twist and turn the
music, that truly makes New Orleans jazz unique.
“Jazz is complex music,” Webster said. “You need to be
able to improvise as you play. (Preservation Hall) have
amazing improv skills.”
The group, consists of Ben Jaffe (bass), Ralph Johnson
(clarinet), Joe Lastie Jr. (drums), Rickie Monie (piano),
Frank Demond (trombone), John Brunious (trumpet) and
Don Vappie (guitar).
Preservation Hall, with band members ranging from
their 30s to 90s, will showcase their talents in a realm of
music that is defined by emulation of the past greats and
the desire to inspire future generations of jazz lovers,
according to a press release.
“Jazz brings new diversity and a new culture to the campus,” Webster said. “It is a dying art form. I am just trying
to show the kids that there is more to choose from in the
world of music.”
The group has received such acclaims as “The Best Jazz
Band in the Land,” by the San Francisco Examiner and
“...masters of their instruments,” by the Los Angeles
Times. Tickets are available at all GrizTix locations and
are $16 in advance or $18 at the door. The seating for the
show is general admission. Call 243-4051 or 1-888-MONTANA for more information.

“Queer Eye” rankling the far right
Stuff and
Things
Brendan Leonard
The television show “Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy” has received a
broad range of reactions across the
country, and usually puts the viewer
in one of three categories:
1. Christopher Kelly, Fort Worth
Star Telegram: “Welcome to the rise
of the gay minstrel show.”
2. Gerry Dowdall, founder of the
Chester County (Pa.) Gay and
Lesbian Alliance: “Shows like ‘Queer
Eye’ and ‘Will and Grace’ have done
a lot of good.”
3. Julie Millam, executive director
of the Montana Family Coalition: “A
really good reality show for gay people would be five gay men dying of
AIDS.”
Which category are you? Don’t
hide behind “I don’t have an opinion.”
I find myself on the fence between
No. 1 and No. 2, and happy to know no
one with an opinion similar to No. 3.
The good side of “Queer Eye” is
that it offers many Americans, who
have never had the chance to meet a
real-life male homosexual, just that
chance to observe this minority in living color.

The bad side is that “Queer Eye”
may be telling many Americans, who
have never had the chance to meet a
real-life male homosexual, that all gay
men love interior decorating and fashion.
This is an untrue stereotype. The
only thing you can say about all gay
men is that they like men, just like all
straight men like women.
The trouble “Queer Eye” gives me
is the stereotypes. I was introduced to
the show by my friend Bob, who is
not many things stereotypically “gay,”
except that unlike me, he prefers topless men to topless women.
Bob owns a firearms supply business, has an exceptional talent for target shooting, orders his steaks rare,
and has never given me fashion or
home-decorating advice. And yet Bob
thinks “Queer Eye” is great. And I
think it’s great that Bob likes it, but
I’m not so convinced.
But what about Small Town John
Public, who has never interacted with
an in-the-flesh gay man? If he watches “Queer Eye,” might he think that
the first gay man he meets could whip
him into shape to meet or marry
Small Town Jane Public?
Let’s hope not. But let’s hope he
doesn’t have a more reckless and dangerous reaction, like that of the
Montana “Family” Coalition? The
Julie Millam, “Get the kids to the

basement, Honey, the fags are closing
in on us, they’re on the television!”
reaction.
Although sometimes it’s enough to
let an ignorant person flaunt their
ignorance in print and just leave it be,
I cannot resist the temptation to
respond in print:
I think a really good reality show
for the Montana “Family” Coalition
would be “reality.” Drag yourselves
out of the homo shelter and into reality, with the rest of us who exist in the
year 2003. Imagine someone voicing
a similar opinion of a different minority group in 1974, when “Good
Times,” the first black family sitcom,
aired.
All in all, “Queer Eye” is giving us
something positive, and it might be
too much if we asked those in television to give Straight America a flawless introduction to Gay America.
It’s tough to think that reality TV
could accomplish anything positive.
After all, it’s already reinforced
George W. Bush’s belief in “the sanctity of marriage” through shows such
as “Who Wants to Marry A
Millionaire?” and “The Bachelor.”
Still, in a nation notoriously slow to
grant human rights to all humans,
“Queer Eye” could be the right medicine to begin the healing process. A
medicine that could have some side
effects.

If you like to read books by authors, then this
is the festival for you, my friend. Book-writing
dudes and dudettes from all over our great
nation will read from their works Friday and
Saturday at the Holiday Inn Parkside. To find
out which author is reading when,
call 243-6022.

SUNDAY
Testicle Festival
It’s getting way too easy to find an excuse to
get drunk, but if you really need one, the annual Testicle Festival in Clinton, Mont. (22 miles
outside of Missoula) runs all weekend through
Sunday Sept. 21. If you’re over 21 it’s a good
way to spend $10, drink yourself ignorant and
dabble in public nudity.

MONDAY
Bar Feeders
Jay’s Upstairs will be a thing of the past before
you know it. So why not check out this
California punk band? They could be really
good, average or terrible but it doesn’t matter
as long as you’re at Jay’s. The show
starts at 10 p.m.

TUESDAY
Pub Quiz
Smart people like to pet their fragile egos.
They do so at Sean Kelly’s for the Pub Quiz
every Tuesday night. And when they fail, they
blame it on the beer.

WEDNESDAY
Acoustic Open Mic Night
If you want to take it easy this Wednesday stop
by the Break Espresso on Helen Street for an
acoustic set that will blow your
socks slightly off.

A Pointless Review
Product: A mostly empty receptacle
Verdict: .84 out of 117.09
We put our best reporter on the job to get the inside story,
for you the readers, on what was going on with a mysterious
receptacle found outside the journalism building. Our best
reporter is so awesome.
After three wicked-fast throws of the receptacle from the
very able arms of our best reporter, the receptacle shattered
leaving our best reporter to deduce that the receptacle was
not in fact a receptacle at all, but rather a plastic bottle.
Next, our best reporter decided to read the label of the
bottle. He or she said it was awesome, what it read that is.
From the photo on the left, we can assume that inside the
bottle was something called “ountain ew.” Our second best
reporter claims that it’s actually Mountain Dew, which he or
she said is a sweet, yellow nector. But nobody believes our
second best reporter.
The point is moot, as the bottle failed to pass even the first
test warranting a terrible score of .84 on the universally recognized 117.09 scale. It should be noted that our best reporter left
the mess for the janitor. Our best reporter is a total jerk, dude.
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This piece of porcelain artwork entitled “Eagle” is a two-headed bald eagle with a drive-in movie screen painted on it. Playing on the movie screen is a
tank shooting a missile through what looks to be Osama bin Laden’s leg. Other artwork by UM faculty members is on display and for sale in the Gallery
of Visual Arts in the Social Science Building.

Aesthetics sans the written word
UM faculty show off their works of art
Joe Prebich
Kaimin Reporter

Out of all the aesthetically pleasing
things in the world, visual art conveys so many emotions and meanings
without having to use the written
word to communicate to viewers. The
spectator of an art piece can connect
the dots of an artist’s work and either
interpret it in the way the artist
intended or form their own interpretation.
Full time and adjunct faculty members of the Department of Arts at the
University of Montana are currently
displaying their own works of art for
your interpretation at the yearly faculty art exhibition in the Gallery of
Visual Arts that is on the first floor of
the Social Sciences building.
MaryAnn Bonjorni, an associate
professor in the art department, said
this exhibition is one out of many
which they hold during the year. She
said the exhibit features the research
of each art professor, and would be
of interest to both art majors and
general education students who are
taking courses from current faculty

September Special
1 0 % off entire purchase
2301 S. Grant Street
(Behind the Mall off South Ave.)
549-1729 M-F 10-6 • S 11-6
- expires 9/30/03 -

members.
“The exhibition provides a breadth
of styles and interests, so there isn’t a
predominant style,” Bonjorni said.
“Whenever someone views a group
show they can expect a variety of
styles.”
Some of these styles come in the
form of a series of framed pictures
with the frames made from found
objects, or a video of a pulsating
brain-looking creature which is
poked and prodded and finally killed.
Bonjorni’s piece, “Mission,” is a
mixed media “painting construction.”
She said that the point for the viewer
is to ask themselves what they see.
“I feel that getting objects that
exist in society is a more direct relationship to the audience,” she said.
“Found objects have a direct link
with those people who have used
those objects.”
She also said there are a lot of connections to be made by viewers within the piece.
“It’s almost like a visual puzzle,”
she said. “One way to approach it is
to look at various images, see that

•Wholesale Bead
Strands
•Colored HEMP
•Jewelry Findings
& Supplies
•Made in Montana
Jewelry
•Tons of Gemstones
from S. Africa
Wire Wrapping &
Beading Classes
*Locally Owned*

they’re symbols, ask what they mean,
then ask what are the plausible connotative connections between those
meanings.”
Ben Bloch is a Drawing
Fundamentals teacher, an art columnist for the Missoulian’s Entertainer
and co-owner of Goatsilk Gallery.
His submitted work for the faculty art
exhibit is a six minute video entitled
“Punchingballs.”
“I’m looking for a way to show
meaning through art,” he said. “I find
video interesting because it has an
overt dynamic potential for motion.”
He said video is a good medium to
be discussed or talked about as an
extension of painting. He said paintings have an implication of motion
and space, but videos have overt
motion instead of implied motion. He
said he spent a large amount of time
working on the conception, execution
and editing of the video.
The viewer of the video is witness
to the poking, prodding and death (by
a skeleton figure with boxing gloves)
of an ambiguous creature. Bloch said
the creature is metaphorically con-

nected to what it represents, he said
it is “making a characteristic
metaphor for life itself.” The creature
is actually a human testicle which has
been painted, but Bloch says his use
of the testicle was that it metaphorically represents the root equation for
life. The video is playing a narrative
of the life force, he said.
“It is the thing itself as well as a
representation of the thing,” he said.
The piece shows life being
attacked or probed, which in turn
inhibits the possibility of life, he
said. He chose the music to accompany the video, an experimental electronic music piece, because it corresponded well with the narrative, he
said.
“It shows the versatility of the faculty,” Bonjorni said. “It’s a way for
us to share with the larger community what we do.”
The UM Faculty Art Exhibition
runs until Sept. 25 and is open to the
public.
The Gallery of Visual Arts is open
Monday through Friday from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims
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Skateboarders
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go it will inevitably cause problems,” he said.
“It would be wrong to pass this
ordinance until the park has
opened. It leaves kids with no
choice and creates bad feelings,”
France said.
According to the draft ordi-

nance, skaters are required to pick
up their skateboard or take off their
skates when in the “dismount
zone”, between Spruce Street,
Pattee Street, Front Street, and
Woody Street.
In both zones, skaters could be
fined for “operating in a negligent
manner.” This means skating at such
a speed or in such a manner that
could endanger any person or property, failing to obey all traffic laws,

failing to yield to pedestrians or
motor vehicles, or restricting the
flow of pedestrian or motor vehicle
traffic.
“One of the reasons I was
drawn to skate in this town was
because of the laid back attitude
surrounding it,” said Bo Amis, a
senior liberal studies major.
“It’s like trying to outlaw walking. It is the only way some people
in this town can get around.”

Hey Griz Fans & UM Students
Team up with Bresnan Communications and help build
The Ronald McDonald House of Western Montana.
Order Bresnan Cable Service and get

FREE INSTALLATION

and 25% off your first 2 months of service.*
Plus, Bresnan Communications will donate $5
per new cable subscriber to the
Receive
Ronald McDonald House project.
Cable is
1 FREE

in a class
all by itself!

McDonald’s
Extra Value Meal

when you order Bresnan Cable Service

good at participating

McDonald’s**

Call 728-4200 or
1-800-797-7008 today!
Offer expires September 15, 2003.
*Installation to other cable services may be more. Call Bresnan Communications for complete details about services and prices.
Free installation to Digital Cable offer limited to standard installation of one existing cable outlet. After 2 months of receiving 25%
discount, regular price will apply. This promotional offer may not be combined with any other discount or promotion. Offer available only to new subscribers who have not been Bresnan Communications customers for at least the prior 30 days and whose
Bresnan Communications accounts are in good standing. Pricing, programming and packaging may change. Certain services are
available separately or as part of other levels of service, and not all services are available in all areas. You must subscribe to Basic
Service to receive other services or levels of service. You must rent a converter and remote control for a separate charge to receive
certain services. Installation, equipment, additional outlet, change of service, programming access and other charges may apply.
Franchise fees, taxes and other fees may apply, with the actual amount depending on location and service ordered. You must subscribe to a premium channel to receive the multiplexed version of the same channel. Limited time offer.
** Offer good at McDonalds in Missoula, Hamilton, Ronan, Polson, Kalispell, and Whitefish.

The Ronald McDonald House - Building Hope Away from Home
The Ronald McDonald House of Western Montana will provide a caring retreat for families of seriously ill children, families of
children undergoing in- or out-patient treatment, and women with high risk pregnancies who need close medical supervision.
There is an overwhelming need for a Ronald McDonald House in Western Montana. In 2001, 1,619 children were admitted to
Missoula’s medical facilities for a total of 8,552 days of treatment. Of these children, 48% traveled from outside Missoula County.
Designed by OZ Architects of Missoula, our local Ronald McDonald House will be built on land donated by Community Medical
Center on the north side of Fort Missoula Road south of the hospital. The 15,000 square foot facility will offer private family
bedrooms for up to seven families at a time, 365 days a year. In addition, the House provides kitchen and laundry facilities, a
recreation room, common areas, computer library, playground and lots of love.
We have raised over $850,000 toward our goal of 2.5 million needed build the House - with your help we can build it.
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Jones recently canceled his cellular phone subscription, but when
he owned a phone he never
brought it to class, he said.
“I didn’t want it to go off during a lecture, or even afterward
when I was having a conversation
with someone,” he said.
Another behavior that irks
Jones is students leaving lecture
classes early.
“In my sociology class, ten
minutes before the class ends, a
good chunk of the class leaves,” he
said. “It doesn’t matter what the
professor says. Sometimes he’ll
say something like, ‘my lecture’s
not finished yet,’ but no one
stops.”
The ruckus caused by this mass
exodus makes it difficult to concentrate and get notes, he said.
Underclassmen are more likely
to be rude, Jones said, partly
because they’re no longer accountable to parents and principals as
they were in high school. Classes
that meet general education
requirements also generally have
more rude participants, he said.
“A lot of times, you’re in a
class you don’t necessarily enjoy
but have to take,” he said. “People
don’t always pay attention when
that’s the case.”
Knight doesn’t see much hope
for a reversal of the rudeness trend.
“A reversal would be nice,” he
said. “It’s unlikely, but it’d be nice.”
Until then, professors will have
to deal with students like Young.
When his ringing cell phone gets
old, he said, he makes farting noises.
“I love watching people get
angry,” he said. “It’s funny.”

Now, investigators are waiting
for results from Terrant County
DNA labs in Fort Worth, Texas.
They have resubmitted her clothes
for a more comprehensive DNA
test, Bail said.
“The investigation is slow and
frustrating,” Abel said. “It doesn’t
sound very hopeful.”
But Abel said the family is
pulling together. They have put
together a Web site for anyone with
information regarding Servo’s
death.
Her story has gained national
attention, appearing on “The
Montel Williams Show” and also
was featured in the September
2003 issue of Cosmopolitan.
Abel said she was hesitant to
talk with “America’s Most
Wanted”, but knew her daughter
would want her to.
“She loved the news,” Abel
said.
Servo’s step dad used to tease
her about getting her nails done
every week, Abel said. He couldn’t
figure out how she afforded it.
But she would always tell him
she couldn’t worry about credit
card bills if she was to look good.
“She was on her way to the
top,” Abel said, “And she was
going to look good on her way.”

For more information on the Ronald McDonald House call 406-541-7646.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: A black patagonia Rseries fleece. Size small.
Please call 239-0993
Reward: Wedding Ring lost Friday between Outdoor
Rec Center and University Villages (Toole). Ring is silver with gold around the outside. Please call 2396278
Lost/ $100 reward for Schwinn Mountain Bike.
Green/Gold with ripped seat. Last seen 9/3 on North
Patee. Please call 370-6358
Found: CD case and binoculars near University 3709274
Found: On 9/18 Pocket knife on UC staircase. 3702564 Leave message
LOST: Revo Sunglasses. Left on a drop box at Griz
Central. Sentimental value! 728-3656 Please return,
no questions asked.

PERSONALS
It’s 4 am, you’re sweating and freezing and throwing
up. The Curry Health Center can take care of you
NOW! Use West Entry or call 243-2122
WELCOME BACK! We’ve missed your energy! Our Fair
Trade store is full of wondrous gifts and posters, buttons, and bumper stickers that speak your mind.
We’re also Missoula’s center for issues of peace and
justice. Jeannette Rankin Peace Center nearby at
519 S. Higgins. Come visit!
Create positive change on campus: The Student
Assault Resource Center is looking for women and
men for our peer education program. Improve your
public speaking skills and work towards violence prevention. Applications due September 18. Please stop
by SARC in the Curry Health Center, downstairs East
entrance. 243-6429
Ready for change? The Student Assault Resource
Center is lookingfor women and men interested in our
peer advocacy and education programs. Make a difference while gaining new skills in crisis intervention
and peer counseling; or public speaking skills and violence prevention. Applications due Friday, Sept 19.
Please stop by SARC in the Curry Health Center, downstairs East entrance. 243-5244

k iosk
Be there for someone. The Student Assault Resource
Center is looking for men and women for our peer
advocacy program. Gain experience in crisis intervention and counseling. Applications due Friday, Sept
19th. Please stop by SARC in the Curry Health Center,
downstairs - East entrance. 243-5244
Want to study Down Under? Explore reefs, rainforests
and rock art in beautiful Australia! Earn 5 credits!
Spend almost three weeks in May 2004 visiting major
ecosystems and learning about indigenous people.
Attend one of these informational meetings to learn
more: Tuesday, September 23, 4:00-5:00 p.m., LA
105, or Thursday, September 25, 4:00-5:00 p.m., LA
105. Call 243-7810 or 243-4470 for more information.
ROSTERS DUE: 3on3 Men’s and Women’s leagues.
Volleyball Men’s, Women’s CoRec A & B leagues. $30
forfeit fee (refundable only to Griz Card Debit)
Managers Meetings: Sept 25 see brochure for times.
Play begins Sept 29 GET YOUR TEAMS TOGETHER!!!
???? 243-2804 www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramural.htm
Hunters, Angler, Wildlife Advocates: Interested in a
student chapter of the Montana Wildlife Federation?
Contact Dave Stalling at 721-8258

HELP WANTED
WANTED
HELP WANTED: Part-time stockers/cashiers. MUST
HAVE Fri, Sat and Sun. availabilities. Apply at Big Lots
3630 Brooks Ave.
MISSOULA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS IS ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR SUBSTITUTE CUSTODIANS. Good
work ethic required, will pay during training. Need a
second job? Flexible hours (2,4,6 & 8 hr positions), K12 school buildings. $7.50 PER HOUR. Applications
are available from the Missoula County public school
personnel office, 215 south sixth street west,
Missoula, MT 59802. Telephone 728-2400 Ext. 1039
Missoula County Public Schools is an EEO Employer.
PCA’s and CNA’s needed for home health care. All
hours available, FT and PT. Weekend and night availability preferred. Will PCA train. Competitive salary.
For more info call Paul at Nightengale Nursing
Services 541-1700
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED. No experience
required all looks & ages. Earn $100-300 a day. Call 1888-820-0167 ext U331.

Facilities Services Custodial Department needs student employees, work-study or non-work-study.
Mondays thru Fridays, evenings, 17.5 minimum per
week @ $6.00/hour. Call Dennis Crosby at 243-2164
after 3:00 pm.

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
NICE FURNITURE CHEAP: Dryer, Couch tables, pillowtop bed. Call 360-6693

EMPLOYMENT

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

Actors and ballet/pointe dancers for X-mas production. Audition Sept. 20. Call Montana Dance Co. for
more details. 829-9161

1988 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER 57K Power windows,
locks, and mirrors. A/C, AM/FM cassette. Imaculate
condition. $10,000 542-2885

Looking for energetic students to be managers for
Grizzly Men’s Basketball team. Please call Julie at
x5334 for more information.

Enthusiastic, experienced Nanny looking for full-time
live-out position. Resume and References available.
Please call 541-4321

FOR RENT

REAL ESTA
ESTATE

WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN BUY? Recent UM grad will
find the right house for you! Call Clint Rogers 5443730. RE/MAX Realty consultants LLC. Each office
independently owned and operated.

Looking for a student pursuing a career in special ed.,
or who has a live interest in autism. Our 22-year-old
son needs a job coach/companion during the week in
the afternoon. Above average hourly wage. Call for
interview 543-003
WANTED: Reliable PCA/CNA for quadriplegic. Must
be able to transfer. Call 549-0501 Good pay and good
hours for students
Make a Difference in the Life of a Girl: GUTS! Girls
leadership program is looking for young women interested in volunteering to facilitate weekly chat
groups. September 22nd deadline. Call today! 5433747
GREAT VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY! Alliance for the
Wild Rockies is seeking enthusiastic volunteers to help
with our annual WILD ROCKIES RENDEZVOUS on Sept
26 & 27. If you are interested in protecting the environment and being part of a fun event call 829-1218.

SERVICES
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-0837.
PC/Laptop related issues..Call - BUSINESS CONNECTION - 30% Student discount 370-8087

FOR SALE
BARGAINS GALORE! Find stuff for that new apartment or dorm room @ the WORLD’S LARGEST GARAGE
SALE! Sat, Sept 20th, 9-1:30. ADAMS CENTER PARKING LOT. 243-4636 for details.
Woman’s Custom built logger boots Size 7B, Good,
used one summer. Cost $250 asking $95. 542-0188

711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D Nice interior convenient
location. $750/$750 239-2034

RETRO STUDIO

Tired of Roommates or trying to find a parking place?
Close to University and Shopping. Studio apartments
all utilities and cable TV paid. No Pets. Lease
through May 15. $390/$425 per month Call 544-0799

Authentic/Vintage Retro clothing. Men and Women.
50’s 60’s 70’s 80’s. Inside CRAZY DAISY 103 E. Main

MISCELLANEOUS

SPEAK ITALIAN
ITALIAN

Base Player Sought for up-start band. Original, Rootsbased!!! 370-5901

Italian classes in campus, $100 Beginning in Jun. And
Sep.
Enroll now.
728-4581 or visit
www.ecoitalia.info/Italian.htm for more info.

Ever wondered how the Dalai Lama keeps his cool?
Come and hear a clear overview of Buddhist teachings
on Monday nights September 22- October 20 7pm at
the Rocky Mountain Buddhist Center. Call 728-9232
for more info.
See the Montana Festival of the Book, Sept 19th-20th,
Friday and Saturday schedule of events online:
www.bookfest-mt.org (fyi - free movie at Wilma
Friday night 7:30 “Stone Reader: A Movie for Anyone
Who’s Ever Loved a Book.” Followed by Q&A with
director Mark Moskowitz)

STUDENT WORK
$10.50 GUAR BASE-APPT. *No telemarketing or door to
door sales *Full/part-time work-flex. Schedule *Build
resume while in school…flexible *Scholarships/internships available *All ages 18+ may apply *Customer
Sales/service *All majors may apply, we train. Call
Jessie M-Th 10-5@543-7808 or apply online
www.workforstudents.com.

Book Sale for friends of Mansfield Library. Caras Park
Tent. Saturday Sept. 20th 10-5. Books from the personal libraries of Professors Freeman, Payne, and
Brawman.

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

Barrel Bar $75.00, King set $95.00, Love seat $45.00,
Keg Fridge $75.00. Curiosity Shop 542-0097

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu
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